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Webscale is the world’s safest cloud management and hosting provider focused exclusively on ecommerce. Offering 
enterprise-grade security, predictive scalability and blazing-fast performance, the Webscale SaaS platform leverages 
automation and DevOps protocols to simplify the deployment, management and maintenance of infrastructure in 
multi-cloud environments, including Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure. Webscale 
powers thousands of B2C, B2B, and B2E ecommerce storefronts in nine countries and seven of the Fortune 1000 
businesses and has offices in Santa Clara, CA, Boulder, CO, and Bangalore, India.

Why Webscale

Cloud Hosting

100% Uptime

Automated tools ensure your infrastructure is always 
right-sized, scalable and ready for any volume of traffic.

Managed CI/CD

Automation and DevOps protocols sit at the heart of 
the Webscale platform, in stark contrast to traditional 
hosting providers that still rely on largely manual 
processes.

End-to-end 360° Security

Automated deployment, management and
maintenance of your cloud infrastructure, removing the 
manual, error-prone aspects of a traditionally-hosted 
ecommerce application.

The industry’s most complete security stack, designed 
to protect merchant infrastructure and customer data 
from malicious threats, from traffic at the edge to the 
backend application.

24x7 DevSecOps Support

Automated tools ensure your infrastructure is always 
right-sized, scalable and ready for any volume of traffic.

Optimized Performance

Automation and DevOps protocols sit at the heart of 
the Webscale platform, in stark contrast to traditional 
hosting providers that still rely on largely manual 
processes.
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Corporate Facts

Webscale Cloud Plans 

Founded in 2013
in Boulder, CO

HQ in Silicon Valley

Hosting thousands 
of storefronts on the
cloud

100%+ YoY growth

$18B+ revenue
processed in 2020

NPS: 80

Global B2C,
B2B and B2E
customers

Webscale hosting plans are segmented by visitor traffic and desired features and functionality. Unlike traditional 
solutions, Webscale plans are based on a highly automated SaaS platform, built from the ground up for the public 
cloud, and coupled with a powerful customer portal for unprecedented control and insight into website infrastructure.

Webscale’s cloud plans give merchants extreme flexibility, infinite capacity, predictive scalability, and up to 75% lower 
costs by having a system that is always right-sized, so you only pay for what you use.

1 production application 
cluster
1 Cron/NFS single server

1 integrated staging/
development application 
cluster

Optional PWA
deployment

Elastic Data Plane

HA Architecture

Webscale Portal Access

Cloud Hosting

Daily Backup

24x7x365 Support

HA Architecture

Webscale Portal Access

Daily Backup

24x7x365 Support

1 production application 
cluster

1 Cron/NFS single server

Elastic Data Plane

Optional PWA 
deployment

1 integrated staging/
development application 
cluster

HA Architecture

Webscale Portal Access

Cloud Hosting

24x7x365 Support

1 production single server 
application

1 staging silver server 
application

Elastic Data Plane

Optional PWA
deployment

B2B or B2C

1 or more application 
clusters or backend 
instances

1 production application 
cluster

1 Cron/NFS single server

Elastic Data Plane

HA Architecture

Webscale Portal Access

Daily or Premium Backup

24x7x365 Premium 
Support

1 staging application 
cluster

1 development
application cluster

Optional PWA
deployment

CORE

Affordable, fixed cost 
hosting, with built-in 

security for small
ecommerce websites

Up to 50K visitors
per month

STANDARD

Cloud hosted solution for 
small to medium sized 
ecommerce businesses 

with a single application.

50K - 100K visitors
per month

PRO/BUSINESS

Cloud hosted solution 
with real-time

predictive auto-scaling 
and enhanced security 

features.

100K - 1M visitors
per month

ENTERPRISE

Fully customizable 
solution for large

ecommerce businesses 
with multiple domains 

and applications. 

Custom visitor count per 
month
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Webscale Cloud Products
Webscale’s ecommerce focussed products suite allows merchants to offer customers a compelling user experience 
with always available, blazing fast and secure storefronts. Our products are offered as part of our hosting plans and 
services, and designed to empower merchants to offer a seamless user experience for their customers.

Cloud Bot Manager

Cloud Security Suite

A 360-degree security solution that provides the 
ecommerce industry’s most robust protection against 
attacks from the frontend through web traffic, 
malicious code inserted into the backend, or from 
browsers executing scripts stealing sensitive
information.

Cloud WAF

An application-aware cloud Web Application Firewall 
(WAF), addressing the pain points ecommerce
businesses face with regards to the security, availability 
and performance of their critical web applications.

Cloud Image Manager

A cloud-native security solution powered by machine 
learning, which monitors the behavior of all bots 
accessing any web-based application, identifies
anomalous activity, and takes the necessary action to 
prevent disruption.

A multi-cloud SaaS solution that offers a one-stop, 
automated image optimization and management 
solution for merchants, ensuring online buyers receive 
the right image for their specific device, every time, and 
always from the cache closest to the end user.

CloudEDGE Security

Comprehensive security at the traffic edge, alongside 
traditional CDNs and WAFs, and on top of any
third-party hosted ecommerce platform, using
automation and analytics to protect web applications.

Webscale M1 Support

A security-focused SaaS platform that allows 
merchants to stay patched and secured on the 
end-of-life Magento 1 platform, protecting them 
against exploits, from the point of entry to the backend 
infrastructure.

World-class Brands Host on Webscale

https://www.linkedin.com/company/webscalenetworks/
https://twitter.com/WebscaleNet
https://www.facebook.com/webscalenetworks/

